Part 4: REGISTERED ENVELOPES
Introduction
The basis of this part of the monograph concerning HK registered envelopes is taken directly
from, or with some modifications of my article, “Un-Cataloged Hong Kong Registered Envelope
Finds.” Until 2003, the last significant “new” item I recall in Hong Kong postal stationery was
the 1928 “CHINA” overprint registration envelope (“RE”) recorded by Mr. Perrin. There was
also the 20c KG V registered envelope with the flap folding to the rear, and I was one of the
discoverers of that. Then in 2003 the 1946 Hong Kong RE with “R” in oval at the top left, and
“Fee Paid” at the bottom left, both in bright red, was first recorded – not just one example, but
eight used and one mint, of which I am aware. How could something that amazingly different go
unrecognized and unreported for so long?
RE catalog numbers mentioned herein are Schoenfeld types, unless otherwise noted. The RE
“new finds” information, along with ERD / LRD and other related information, has been
provided in tabular form. Information may be accessed by clicking below on the text section for
the associated reign during which the REs were issued. Table RE-1, which summarizes and
combines descriptive and usage information for the QV and KE reigns, appears above the
beginning of the QV section (RE-A). Similarly, Table RE-2, which summarizes and combines
information for the KGV reign, including the “CHINA” overprints, and the KG VI reign, appears
above the beginning of the KGV section (RE-C). Table RE-3 summarizes information for the
QE reign, and appears at the beginning of the QE section (RE-F).
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Part 4: REGISTERED ENVELOPES
Section RE-A: Queen Victoria

Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date
QV
1

1

2

3

Value

Description
"Sch." = Schoenfeld
See " * " in Notes
1900 10c violet A: 25c - $1.20 fee
Acknowledgment fee 10c
1905 10c violet B: 25c - $2.50 surcharge
on Sch. #1 remainders

Size

F,G,H,
H2,K
H,H2,K

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

14.9.05

---

---

Late

Notes
* Letters preceding descriptions are Dr.
Schoenfeld's insurance schedule types
25.3.00 9.11.00 10.11.03 30.4.07 ERD: Proud - LKT, LRD: Proud - Hoihow
5.12.06 ERD: LCS - with Manila Customs mark
LRD: Bull, 2.2008, lot 2191 - Tientsin A

Table RE-1. Queen Victoria Registration Envelopes, descriptions and usage
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Section RE-A: Queen Victoria
Table RE-1 above summarizes RE descriptive and usage information for the QV reign.
The first HK RE, which bears the image of Queen Victoria, was issued in 1900 in five different
sizes (Schoenfeld RE type 1). The backs of these envelopes bore a 25c - $1.20 fee schedule for
corresponding insurance compensation of $120 - $1,200. In 1905 remainders of the three largest
sizes were surcharged (overprinted) with a 25c - $2.50 insurance fee schedule (Sch. RE type 3).
Neither Col. Webb nor Mr. Yang recorded any used examples of this surcharged RE. The
earliest of only two used examples of this RE, for which the surcharged schedule has been seen
and verified, is illustrated in Figure RE-1.
The Figure RE-1 cover was offered as lot 898 in the 6.2007 Zurich Asia auction at an estimate of
HK$ 2,000 – 2,500, and although the adhesive stamp was removed, it sold for an astounding HK
$160,000, not including buyer’s premium. The indicia on this size H2 RE was cancelled on
14.9.05 by a Webb type Rvi “Registered / Hong Kong” date stamp, and the Proud type RL10
framed registration mark was also applied. This cover was sent by Graca & Co. stamp dealers to
Manila, where it received an 18.9.05 back stamp, and was struck with a red framed “Contents
examined by Collector of Customs” marking, not previously seen on mail from HK.

Figure RE-1a. Earliest of 2 verified used QV RE with insurance schedule surcharge

Figure RE-1b. Earliest of 2 used QV RE showing insurance schedule surcharge
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Three other QV RE stated to bear the surcharged 25c to $2.50 fee schedule are known, but are
unverified: 12.9.05 (Zurich Asia, 11.2001, lot 1121), and 22.4.05 and 24.8.05, both size K, from
a missionary in Chefoo to GB (Argyll Etkin, 3.2004, lots 202 and 374). Figure RE-2a depicts
only the second verified used example of the QV RE with surcharged insurance fee schedule. It
was offered as lot 2191 in the 2.2008 John Bull auction at an estimate of HK$ 3,000 – 4,000, and
sold for HK$ 80,000. The indicia and stamp on this size H2 RE were cancelled on 5.12.06 by a
Proud type D2 (Webb type A) double-circle “Tientsin / Br. P. O.” date stamp, and the very rare
Proud type R2 red Tientsin framed registration mark, recorded used less than seven months, was
also applied. This cover was sent by an individual at the RAMC Military hospital at Tientsin,
and it was struck with a “Registered / Shanghai B.P.O.” oval date stamp in transit to GB.

Figure RE-2a. Latest of 2 verified QV REs with surcharged insurance schedule
The apparently erroneous rendition of the surcharged insurance fee schedule provided in the
Yang (schedule type 1a) and Schoenfeld (schedule type B) catalogs is shown in Figure RE-2b.
Several of the differences between the insurance fee schedule provided in these two catalogs and
the schedule on the actual examples of this RE, as illustrated in Figure RE-2b, are noted below:
Fee schedule in Yang and Schoenfeld
“Cents” after printed dollar values
Capital “C” in surcharged “Cts.” (cents)
$1.00-2.50 surcharge directly under cents
No periods after $ values in surcharge

Fee schedule on actual covers
No “Cents” in actual or basic type A
Lower case “c” in “cts.” (cents)
$1.00-2.50 surcharge left of cents values
Periods after $ values in surcharge

While it is possible that the version of the surcharged insurance fee schedule shown in the Yang
and Schoenfeld catalogs represents another subtype of the Schoenfeld type A and B schedules, I
have not seen an actual example of such a subtype, and neither was one documented by Higgins
& Gage. We all make mistakes, but these obvious and persistent errors seem egregious to me.
The Higgins & Gage catalog correctly depicts the actual surcharged insurance fee schedule.
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An apparently erroneous insurance
fee schedule in Yang and Schoenfeld

Figure RE-2b. QV RE with surcharged insurance schedule, Yang vs. actual
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Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date Value
Description
KE
3
2
1903 10c violet A: 25c - $1.20 fee
4
4
1905 10c violet B: 25c - $2.50 surcharge
on Sch. type 2
1905 10c violet Similar to Sch. 4, but "¢"
NEW
(cents sign) vs. "cts."
5
5
1906 10c violet C: 25c - $2.50, definitive
NEW

1906 10c violet As Sch. 5, but 1st line of
schedule deleted in red

Size

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

Late

Notes

F,G
F,G

15.6.03 5.9.03 24.3.04 20.4.07 ERD: LCS; LRD: Ebay 250022473423
25.3.05 5.12.06
--20.1.14 ERD, LRD: K. K. Ho

F,G

7.2.05

F,G,H,
H2,K
G

20.3.05? ERD: LCS - also ERD for type 4 RE
LRD: K. K. Ho, + 1 other known used
12.4.06 1.8.12 5.4.13 Webb: Issued 07, but Webb ERD 06
LRD: LCS
12.9.06
Only known example: LCS - Insurance
label and insurance accounting marking

Table RE-2. King Edward Registration Envelopes, descriptions and usage
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Table RE-2 above summarizes RE descriptive and usage information for the KE reign.
After the death of Queen Victoria, King Edward REs were issued, beginning in 1903 (Sch. type
2). My listed ERD is 15.6.03. Although I have a copy of type 2 with a stated date of 5.6.03, the
quality of the reproduction is not sufficient to verify that it is “JU” vs. “JY.” The type 2 KE RE,
with 25c - $1.20 insurance fee schedule, was surcharged with the same 25c - $2.50 fee schedule
in 1905 (Sch. type 4), as for the first type of QV RE. Webb recorded only one used example of
this surcharged KE RE, but several other examples have since come to light. The same issue
exists for the KE RE surcharge illustrated by Schoenfeld and Yang as is described in Section A
for the QV surcharged RE.
An uncataloged “¢” (cents sign) vs. “cts.” in the 25c to $2.50 surcharged insurance schedule is
illustrated on the Figure RE-3 KE RE. While the 25c to $2.50 surcharged fees were applied in a
second printing, the strike-throughs of the original 25c - $1.20 schedule appear to have been
applied by hand, whereas the strike-throughs were also was printed in the basic Schoenfeld types
3 and 4. Mr. K. K. Ho has documented several other distinguishing characteristics of this “¢” for
“cts.” overprint, along with ERD / LRD details.
Besides being the earliest of the three known examples of this surcharge with “¢” vs. “cts.” on
the Sch. type 2 RE, the Figure RE-3 example is also earlier than the ERD for the basic Sch. type
4 surcharge with “cts.” Mr. Ho noted a 20.3.05 LRD for the “¢” for “cts.” subtype, but he
indicated that date is questionable. He also recorded a third used example dated 14.2.05, and
mint examples in sizes F, G, and K. The size K seems uncertain, since the basic type 2 and 4
REs have only been recorded in sizes F and G.

Figure RE-3a. Earliest of 3 known used KE RE with “¢” vs. “cts.” in surcharge
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Figure RE-3b. Used KE RE with “¢” vs. “cts.” in insurance fee surcharge
In addition to the rare, uncataloged “¢” (cents sign) vs. “cts.” in the 25c to $2.50 surcharged
insurance schedule illustrated in Figure RE-3b, this subtype of the Sch. type 4 RE also bears the
7.2.05 ERD recorded by Mr. Norton for the Webb Type Rvi 38 x 18 mm. boxed registration
marking. This date has since been superseded as ERD by an 18.1.05 example recorded by Dr.
Schoenfeld. Unfortunately, the Figure RE-3 cover was lotted with four other REs in the 6.2007
Zurich Asia auction in which it was sold, so it probably did not achieve its true value.
Webb, Schoenfeld, Yang, and Higgins & Gage all stated that the type 5 RE with definitive 25c to
$2.50 overprinted insurance schedule was issued in 1907. Mr. Castiglione corrected this issue
date to 1906, apparently based on Webb’s 12.4.06 ERD, although Castiglione incorrectly quoted
it as “4/21/06.” Webb’s 1906 ERD is confirmed by a 12.12.06 example offered as lot 862 in the
10.2008 Bull auction. The variant of the basic Schoenfeld type 5 RE described in the next
paragraph is also dated 1906.
The KE RE shown in Figure RE-4 is the only known example with the top line of the definitive
25c to $2.50 insurance schedule (Schoenfeld type 5) struck through in red. I have no reason to
doubt the authenticity of this strike-through, since it was not mentioned in the auction catalog
description, and the lot bore no higher starting bid than is consistent with the scarce orange
“INSURED” label with pointed ends affixed to this RE. However, no explanation having a high
likelihood of correctness comes to mind for this strike-through.
This envelope was also struck on the back with what appears to be a rectangular framed marking
used for documenting the insurance fee accounting particulars. Note the “300” in the second box
from the left, which corresponds with the “Insured for three hundred francs (300)” in manuscript
at the top of the front side of this RE. The auctioneer (Zurich Asia, 6.2007, lot 899) stated that
this was a “German 300 Fi (sic Fr?) accountancy” marking. Two other examples of this marking
have been seen in recent auctions, but neither was clear enough to determine the exact wording,
and neither was in conjunction with the strike-through of the first line of the insurance schedule.
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‘

Figure RE-4a. 12.9.06 usage vs. recorded 1907 issue date; early “Insured” label
Insurance Accounting
Marking Enlargement

Figure RE-4b. 1st line of insurance schedule struck out – Only known example
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An interesting sidelight to the story of HK REs involves the possibility of a five cent local
registration rate. The 10c KE RE illustrated in Figure 5 was sent to an officer of the S. S.
Hamburg at the “Cowloon (sic “Kowloon”) Warf” in 1903. The indicium bears a “Hong Kong /
K.B.” (Webb type Bii) c.d.s., the earliest of very few examples seen of this date stamp canceling
a HK RE. The local postage rate was 2c, which leaves a maximum of 8c for the registration fee,
since this 10c RE bears no additional adhesive stamps, and no postage due was indicated.
The local registration rate was set at 10c in 1880, the same as UPU registration. However, Mr.
Proud documented (pg. 220) that the local and British Treaty Ports registration rate was reduced
to 5c in 1885. According to Proud (pg. 225) the local registration rate reverted to 10c when HK
joined the Empire Penny Post Scheme in 1898. His successive rate tables indicate that the 10c
universal registration rate remained in effect until 1931, when it was increased to 20c. While it
is enticing to think that the Figure RE-5 cover represents a 5c local registration fee, it would
appear that it was a purely philatelic creation, along with only one other known example of a HK
10c RE bearing no additional postage.

Figure RE-5. Possible 5c local registration rate? Earliest known “K.B.” cds on RE
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Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date Value
Description
KG V
6
6
1912 10c violet C: 25c - $2.50 fee
7
8

*
9
10
11
*

7

Size
F,G,H,
H2,K
F,G,H,
H2,K
F,G,H,
H2,K

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

Late

Notes

31.12.12 15.3.13 5.12.13 7.6.16 ERD: Bull, 10.2008, lot 874 - Early KG V
10c stamp. LRD: Rumsey, 12.2007, 672
9.3.14 14.10.15 3.2.26 8.4.29 ERD: Ebay 2984379299, 2.2004
LRD: Bull, 2.2008, lot 2221
7.1.24 25.7.25
--3.11.25 ERD: LCS - Issued 1923 per Schoenfeld,
vs. 1924 per Webb and Yang.
Yang misprint: $20 for $120 insurance
* Not recorded by Webb nor Schoenfeld
No used example seen
12.11.25 13.4.26 7.10.31
ERD: Ebay 5549916086, 17.1.2005

1914 10c violet D: Compensation only in
Francs
8
1923 10c violet E: As Sch. 7, but $'s
added to compensation
schedule in 2nd printing
Yang 1925 10c violet As Sch. 8, but no dots
F
33
following dollar values
9
1925 10c violet F: As Sch. 8, but
F,G,H,
definitive
H2,K
10 1928 10c violet G: As Sch. 9, but 20c - G,H,H2,K 7.11.28 29.6.29 12.1.32 1.8.32 ERD: Ebay 5668614571, 1.3.2006
$2 fee
LRD: LCS - Kowloon Reg. label ERD
11 1932 20c blue No insurance schedule
G,H,H2,K 7.11.32 21.9.35
--ERD: Rumsey, 12.07, lot 672 - to Canton
12
1935 20c blue Flap folds to back
G, H
16.4.35
28.4.38 ERD: Bull, 10.2008, 886 - 35 vs. Yang: 37
* Not recorded by Webb
LRD: PhilChina, 7.2004, lot 1011

Table RE-3. King George V Registered Envelopes, descriptions and usage
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Table RE-3 above summarizes RE descriptive and usage information for the KGV reign.
The first King George V Registration Envelope (Sch. 6) was issued in 1912 in the same format
as the last King Edward Registration Envelope, except that the “TEN / CENTS” at the top was
replaced by “10c / 10c.” The earliest known used example of a KG V RE, 31.12.12 (John Bull,
10.2008, lot 874), vs. Webb’s 15.3.13 ERD for this issue, is shown in Figure RE-6a. This is also
the earliest known use on cover of the KG V 10c adhesive stamp.

Figure RE-6a. 31.12.12: Earliest known KG V RE; Also 10c adhesive stamp ERD
The format was changed for the 1914 RE issue, on which the insurance compensation schedule
was denominated only in Francs (Sch. 7: 300 – 3,000 Francs). For some inexplicable reason, this
often seen RE is not recorded in the Yang catalog. In 1923 or 1924 (depending on whether the
Yang catalog or the Webb and Schoenfeld catalogs are correct), a dollar insurance compensation
schedule was added to the Franc schedule in a second printing (Sch. type 8). Webb recorded
only one used example of this overprinted KG V RE, but several other examples have since
come to light. The earliest known example is shown in Figure RE-6b.
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Figure RE-6b. $ Insurance schedule added at 2nd printing – Earliest known: 7.1.24
Yang recorded a size F subtype (33) on which there are no dots following the overprinted dollar
values (Sch. 8), but no used examples have been seen. A 12.11.25 example of the definitive
version of the RE with both Franc and $ values (Sch. 9) demonstrates that this RE was issued in
1925, although all catalogs list its issue date as 1926. It is quite certain from the Ebay scan that
this is Schoenfeld type 9, and not Yang 33.
The insurance fee was reduced from 25c - $2.50 to 20c - $2.00 on the new RE issued in 1928
(Sch. type 10). There is a misprint of 25c for 20c for this type RE in the Yang catalog. The
1.8.32 LRD for the Sch. type 10 RE bears the earliest known Kowloon registration label (Tsang
type KLF1 only recorded 11.33). The registration rate was raised from 10c to 20c on 1.4.31,
but a 20c RE was not issued until 1932 (Sch. 11). The complete insurance indemnification
schedule was eliminated from the back of REs, beginning with this issue, although Col. Webb
erroneously showed the 20c - $2 schedule for the type 11. Webb recorded only one 1935 used
example of the type 11 RE, but several other examples have since been seen dating from 7.11.32.
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Neither Webb nor Higgins & Gage recorded the 20c blue RE with the flap containing the indicia
folding to the back (Sch. 12), and other changes in the wording format from type 11. Both Yang
and Schoenfeld stated that this RE was issued in 1937, but a 7.5.35 example was reported in the
8.2003 HKPS newsletter. An even earlier example, 16.4.35, which was offered as lot 886 in the
10.2008 Bull auction, is illustrated in Figure RE-7. An 18.11.36 example has also been seen
(Ebay 5529380171). Although Yang recorded this RE type, he did not assign catalog numbers to
the various sizes, indicating that he had not actually seen it. Schoenfeld recorded only sizes G
and H for this type of RE.

Figure RE-7. 20c RE, flap folds to back; Unrecorded by Webb or H&G; 16.4.35 ERD
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Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date Value
Description
CHINA
C1
31 1917 10c violet As Sch. 7
Overprinted CHINA
C2
32 1926 10c violet As Sch. 9
Overprinted CHINA
*
33 1928? 10c violet As Sch. 10 ovpt. CHINA
* Not recorded by Webb

Size

Early

F,G,H,
H2,K
G, K
G, H

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

3.3.17

24.4.22 13.6.27 LRD: Zurich Asia, 3.2006, lot 1191.
All sizes recorded used by Hammersley
--Size G not recorded by Hammersly, HKPS
J7, 12.2002
ERD: Bull, 2.08, lot 2222 - LKT to Malta
Hammersley: 2 used, HKPS J7, 12.2002

--19.8.29

Late

Notes

Table RE-4. KGV CHINA Overprint Registered Envelopes, descriptions and usage
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Table RE-4 above summarizes RE descriptive and usage information for the “CHINA”
overprints issued during the KGV reign.
The Schoenfeld type 7 RE was overprinted “CHINA” (Sch. 31), and issued in 1917 for use in the
Treaty Ports. Col. Webb’s 3.3.17 ERD was not advanced by Mr. Perrin, nor has it since been
superseded. Perrin recorded an 11.4.22 LRD for this RE, and noted: “however, it undoubtedly
continued in use for several years thereafter.” Later uses of 31.12.23 (Spink, 11.1999, lot 1362),
and 5.10.26 (Zurich Asia, 12.2004, lot 1149), have been seen. The latest use of a Sch. 31 that
has been positively identified so far is a 13.6.27 RE offered by Zurich Asia (3.2006, lot 1191).
This was stated to be Yang 50, i.e. size H. Assuming the accuracy of Schoenfeld and Yang’s
record of the 1926 “CHINA” overprint issue occurring in only sizes G and K (although Webb
listed G and H), the 13.6.27 size H example is constrained to be of the 1917 Sch. type 31 issue.
Mr. Perrin recorded in his Appendix A that 26,500 additional REs with the “CHINA” overprint
were ordered on requisition F in 2.22, but only about 3,800 still remained at the HKPO in 1926
(Appendix B). Some additional stock was undoubtedly maintained at Port Edward, the only
British agency still open in 1926. These numbers tend to indicate that a large quantity of REs
was sold in the interim between 1922 and 1926, but where are they? A 24.4.29 size K RE was
offered by John Bull (2.2004, lot 1024), but it could not be determined if it was Sch. 31 or 32,
both of which are recorded in size K, whereas Sch. 33 is not.
With regard to the 1926 “CHINA” RE (Sch. 32), Perrin stated: “We have only recorded it unused
on size K . . . and we may expect to find it on size G (1927).” Strangely, Perrin’s “Recorded
Consignments” table, Appendix A, shows 1000 size G “CHINA” REs on requisition H, 4.27, but
no requisition for size K. Webb, Schoenfeld, and Yang all recorded this 1926 issue in both sizes
G and K, but Hammersley only recorded size K. No one has yet recorded a used example.
With respect to the 1928 “CHINA” RE (Sch. 33), Perrin stated: “Not previously recorded. I
have now seen two unused copies, both size G.” Perrin’s “Recorded Consignments” table,
Appendix A, shows no requisition for this new type which he discovered. There was a 4.29
requisition J, which would appear to have been the only opportunity for the type 33 to have been
obtained, even though not listed in Perrin’s table. If so, the issue date should be 1929 vs. 1928.
Hammersley recorded only one size G and one size H used examples.
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Figure RE-8. 19.8.29: Earliest of only 2 known used 1928 issue “CHINA” REs
Yang’s 1930 issue date for Sch. 33 is proven incorrect by the 19.8.29 example that is illustrated
in Figure RE-8, which was offered by John Bull as lot 2222 in their 2.2008 auction.
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Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date
KG VI
12

13

13

14

NEW
14

15

Value

Description
No insurance schedule

Size

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

Late

Notes

1938 25c blue Acknowledgment fee 10c G,H,H2,K 22.6.38 28.7.38 2.5.39
ERD: LCS
Flap folds to back
Schoenfeld misprint 20c for 25c value
1940? 25c blue As Sch. 13, but 25c
G,H,H2,K 13.3.40
--- - - 17.11.41 Pre-WWII ERD, LRD: Ebay (see text)
acknowledgment fee
8.4.46 11.9.46 25.12.48 1.1.49 Post-WWII ERD: LCS, LRD: Ebay
1946 25c blue Red "R" in oval: top left
H
21.2.46
2.12.46 ERD: FPHS #235 - FPO 127
Red "Fee Paid": bottom
LRD: HKPS newsletter, 6.2005
25cSch.
acknowledgment
8 known
used
examples +11.2005
1 unused
1949 30c blue As
13, but 30c fee
H, K
9.11.49 5.11.52
--11.5.54 ERD:
Ebay
5638260263,
acknowledgment fee
LRD: Bull, 2.2004, lot 1061

Table RE-5. King George VI Registered Envelopes, descriptions and usage
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Table RE-5 above summarizes RE descriptive and usage information for the KGVI reign.
With the ascension to the throne by KG VI, the first RE bearing his image was issued in 1938
(Sch. 13). The Sch. type 13 RE with 10c acknowledgment fee is only known used for about one
year. The 22.6.38 ERD for the type 13 RE is illustrated in Figure RE-9. It was sent by the HK
PMG, as indicated by the application of a previously unrecorded “Postmaster General” counter
stamp in the “Name and address of sender” box.

Figure RE-9. 22.6.38: Earliest known KG VI RE; 10c acknowledgment fee
Webb and Yang recorded a new KG VI RE issue in 1946 with 25c acknowledgment fee, vs. the
10c fee that accompanied all preceding issues. Schoenfeld corrected the issue date of this RE to
1940 (type 14). The pre-WWII ERD shown in Table RE-1 is 13.3.40 (Ebay lot 250059729645).
However, lot 1094 in the 10.2006 Bull auction was described as a 25c KG VI RE with 25c
acknowledgment fee dated 28.6.39. If verified, the issue date of this RE would thus be moved
back even further to 1939. The pre-WWII LRD for Sch. type 14 is 17.11.41 (Ebay lot
110160619124). The Schoenfeld type 14 RE continued in use after WWII, the ERD being
8.4.46 (Ebay 120142840241), and the LRD, New Years Day 1949 (Ebay 110005789392).
The RE illustrated in Figure RE-10 may be earlier than the listed post-WWII ERD for Sch. type
14, but it bears no date stamp that could prove this, a highly unusual occurrence for any RE. The
“On active service” docketing, and “X” through the box where the stamp was normally placed,
are indicative of the free franking privilege accorded service personnel through 30.4.47. This
cover bears a “M.M.” maritime mail registry label, which was not recorded by Tsang. Only one
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other example has been seen on mail from HK. The type of “Post Office / Maritime Mail” mark
applied on the back of this RE on its arrival in GB was not recorded by Webb on mail from HK.

Figure RE-10. Free frank RE; unrecorded registration label and “Maritime Mail”
Figure RE-11a illustrates the earliest (21.2.46) of eight known (to me) used examples (only three
recorded in my original article) of the Hong Kong RE with “R” in vertical oval at the top left,
and “Fee Paid” at the bottom left, both in red, that came to light in 2003. Actually, this cover
was first recorded in the Spring 1998 Forces Postal History Society newsletter, which addressed
British forces markings used in HK, 1945 – 47. The illustration of this cover was intended to
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demonstrate use of a Field Post Office (FPO) 127 cancel at HK, but the previously unrecorded
type of HK RE, upon which that cancel was applied, was not noted.

Figure RE-11a. Red “R” in oval at top left and “Fee Paid” at bottom left - ERD
The format of the RE shown in Figure RE-11a was used in Great Britain and some of the other
colonies, such as Singapore. The die was apparently reused on an emergency basis to print a
supply of RE’s for use in Hong Kong immediately following WW II. The FPO 127 cancel of the
Indian adhesives on the Figure RE-11a cover is earlier than recorded by Webb (12.3 – 10.4.46),
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although earlier and later examples have since been noted by the HKSC. The “F.P.O. 127”
registration label on this cover was not recorded used at HK by Tsang.
The 6.2005 HKPS newsletter noted, concerning this previously unrecorded type of HK RE: “It is
believed that about twenty examples are known.” Seven of the eight used examples of this RE
that I have seen, all of which appear to be size H, are detailed in the table below. The scan I
have of the eighth RE is, unfortunately, too low in resolution to decipher the specifics of that
cover, although it is sufficient to see the oval “R” and HK stamps. The RE shown in Figure RE11b was addressed to Canada, the only one of this oval “R” type sent elsewhere than to GB. It is
the second earliest known use of this type RE, and it bears a previously unrecorded “Postmaster
General” counter stamp.
Date

To

21.2.46
8.4.46
27.4.46
22.5.46
3.9.46
4.9.46
2.12.46

GB
Canada
GB
GB
GB
US
GB

Stamps
Indian
HK $5
Indian
Indian
HK
HK
HK

Cancel
FPO 127 (Webb 2)
Webb type Rxiii
FPO 127 (Webb 2)
FPO 222 (Webb 3)
Webb type Rxiii
Webb type Rxi
Kowloon type J

Reg. Label
FPO 127
Tsang HKH1
FPO 127
FPO 222
Tsang HKH23
Tsang HKH25
Tsang KLGKC
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Source
FPHS newsletter 235
Philachina, 8.2003, lot 1285
HKSC Journal 325, 4.2003
Bull, 9.2003, x-lot 1068
HKPS newsletter, 8.2005
HKPS newsletter, 6.2005
HKPS newsletter, 6.2005
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Figure RE-11b. Red “R” in oval and “Fee Paid” RE; Only one not sent to GB
The registration rate was raised from 25c to 30c on 1.4.48. The earliest example seen of the new
30c registration rate is dated 8.5.48. The 30c rate was comprised of a 25c RE (Sch. type 14)
supplemented by a 5c portion of the adhesive affixed to the envelope. Last in the KG VI RE
issues was a 30c RE with 30c acknowledgment fee issued in 1949. Col. Webb recorded only one
used example, 5.11.52, but a 9.11.49 example (ERD), and several others, have since been seen.
Mr. Castiglione recorded a 30c KG VI RE with 25c acknowledgment fee, vs. the 30c fee that
was recorded by Webb and Schoenfeld, but no example has been seen, and it seems likely this
may have been an editorial error. Yang recorded a 30c RE, but did not indicate the amount of
the acknowledgment fee, and an editorial error substituted 1940 for the 1949 issue date.
For the record, two unused KG VI registration envelopes were seen in auctions a few years ago
(e.g., PhilaChina ,11.2003, lot 1074) with the imprinted stamp completely obliterated by a heavy
black ink marking, and with a boxed “Cancelled.” Commodore Gurevitch recently noted that a
“Cancelled” marking was applied to certain adhesive stamps by De La Rue, the printer, for their
internal use. It is assumed that the noted REs were “Cancelled” for a similar purpose.
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Also for the record, a KG VI 30c RE, apparently with the embossed KG VI stamp missing, and
QE 30c adhesive stamp added in its place, was recently offered for sale (Ebay 120228554784,
9.3.08). At least two knowledgeable HK collectors bid the price up, believing that this RE had
been printed without the embossed stamp. However, it also seems possible that part of the back
flap with the indicia was torn off and replaced by a flap piece with the 30c QE stamp added.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Yang Sch.
#
#
65-66 16

Issue
Date
1955

67-68

17

1955?

69-72

18

1957

73 +
NEW
H*
74
75-77

19 + 1958?
NEW
H*
20
1958?
21

NEW
78-80

22

NEW

1959?
1971?
1971
1972?

81-83

23

1973

84-86
87-89

24
25

1975
1975

90-92
93-94

26
27

1975
1977

95-97
98-100
101-3
104-6
107-9

28

1979

29

1981

30

1982

Value
Description
30c Wilding portrait, red printing
Printed by De La Rue; Flap folds to back
40c Wilding portrait, red printing, De La Rue;
Flap folds to back
40c Wilding portrait, blue printing, De La Rue
$46 compensation; Flap folds to front
Size K subtypes: 1 or 3 words on last line
40c Wilding portrait, blue printing
Printed by McCorquodale, smaller lettering
than De La Rue; $46 compensation
40c Wilding portrait, blue printing, $49 overprint
on $46 compensation; McCorquodale
40c Wilding portrait, blue printing, definitive $49
compensation; McCorquodale
40c Wilding portrait, blue printing
McCorquodale
$79 compensation
$1
Wilding, blue printing, McCorquodale; $79
compensation; 40c acknowledgment fee
$1
As Schoenfeld 22, but acknowledgment
fee 60c vs. previous 40c fee
$1
Machin portrait, envelope has lining
$79 compensation, 60c acknowledgment
$1
Machin portrait, no lining
$1 + $1 Machin portrait, lining, $2.00 handstamped surcharge over printed $1.00, $1
stamp added
$1 + $1 Machin portrait, no lining, $1 stamp added
$2
Machin portrait, no lining
$1.50 acknowledgment fee
$2
Machin portrait, bilingual; Yang: spacing
or line position subtypes for each size
$2 + $2 Machin portrait, bilingual, Schoenfeld 28 +
$2 stamp; subtypes as for Yang 95-100
$4
Machin portrait, bilingual - larger print than
preceding bilingual types

Size
H, K

Early
Webb:
15.1.55
G, H Webb:
15.1.58
G,H,K 11.11.58

G,H,K 29.12.65

G

16.9.69

G,H,K ?.11.69
G,H,K 3.11.71
G,H,K 23.10.72
H
G,H,K 27.11.73
G,H,K
G,H,K 11.8.76

Late
Notes
4.6.57 LRD: LCS - FPO 964 cds, also late. Scarce:
30c issued 1955, but rate raised to 40c 1.6.55
Webb: Issued 1956 per Yang, vs. 55 per Schoenfeld
9.12.58
25.6.69 ERD, LRD: Lorne Woodrow - ERD has only
"cents" on last line of acknowledgment, Yang
72; LRD: "of forty cents" on last line, Yang 71
22.2.69 ERD: LCS
LRD: Ebay 5629231458
* Size H not recorded by Schoenfeld nor Yang
12.2.70 ERD: LCS
LRD: Lorne Woodrow
?.6.71 ERD: Lorne Woodrow; LRD: LCS - Tsim Sha
Tsui "AR" and "Renvoi Par Avion"
10.1.72 ERD: LCS
LRD: Lorne Woodrow
Only 2 used examples known
ERD: Woodrow;
Ref. 1971 issue date:
registration rate raised to $1 on 1.7.71
Identified by Lorne Woodrow - mint example
ERD: LCS - From Gilles Ave. with unrecorded
"AR"
Only 1 used and 1 mint example of $2
surcharge on $1 RE known.
Rate raised to $2 on 1.4.75 (HKSCJ 353)

G,H,K
G,H,K
G,H,K 22.5.79 12.11.80 ERD, LRD: LCS; Yang: issued 1978
Subtypes: see text and Yang pages 148-9
G,H,K 11.1.82 7.4.82 ERD, LRD: LCS
Halewood: rate to $4 on 1.10.81
G,H,K
17.9.87 LRD: LCS

Table RE-6. QE Registered Envelopes, Descriptions and Usage
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Since Col. Webb’s listing of QE REs extended only through the first three issues, and appears
somewhat garbled, Mr. Yang’s catalog numbers have been included in the QE RE information
table instead.
The 30c registration fee was in effect from 1.4.48 to 1.6.55. The 30c QE II RE (Sch. 16) was not
issued until 1955, and Webb’s only recorded usage date is 15.1.55. No earlier usage has been
seen, but the latest example known, 4.6.57, is illustrated in Figure RE 12a. Since the registration
rate was increased from 30c to 40c on 1.6.55, this 30c RE was also franked with 30c in adhesive
stamps to pay the additional 10c for the 40c registration fee, plus the 20c local letter rate. This
cover was sent to the Chief Engineer, Land Forces, HK, and was back-stamped “F.P.O. 964”
upon receipt. This FPO 964 with “*” index was only recorded used on 14.3.57 by Mr. Cutner.
The registration label was only recorded used 4 – 6 .57 by Ming Tsang (type HKMC2).

Figure RE-12a. 30c QE RE: 4.6.57 LRD - Webb: only 15.1.55; FPO 964: latest of 2
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Schoenfeld recorded that the first 40c QE RE (Sch. 17) was also issued in 1955, but Yang shows
1956. Webb recorded its use only 15.1.58 – 9.12.58, and no earlier or later dates have been seen,
so a 1956 issue date seems somewhat more likely. However, this opinion, and similar ones
subsequently expressed, is based only on what I have seen, and that is far too small a sample to
be considered definitive.
The printing on QE REs was changed from red to blue in 1957, and the flap with QE indicia was
folded to the front (Sch. 18). Mr. Yang recorded two subtypes of size K of this type RE: for
Yang 71 - “last line 3 letters” (sic “words” vs. “letters”), and Yang 72 - “last line 1 letter” (sic
“word”). Mr. Lorne Woodrow’s excellent collection of QE REs includes the ERD of this type:
11.11.58, with only “cents” on the last line (Yang 72), see Figure RE-12b, and the LRD: 25.6.69,
with “of forty cents” on the last line (Yang 71), see Figure RE-12c. These dates indicate the
possibility that Yang 71 may have been printed at a later date than Yang 72. I am very much
indebted to Mr. Woodrow for his significant contributions to the QE Wilding portrait issues
discussed and illustrated herein.

Figure RE-12b. 40c QE RE – 11.11.58: ERD; Only “cents” on last line (Yang 72)
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Figure RE-12c. 40c QE RE: – 25.6.69: LRD; “of forty cents” on last line (Yang 71)
Beginning with Schoenfeld type 19, the next several Wilding portrait RE issues were printed by
McCorquodale vs. De La Rue, the name of the printer appearing under the flaps. Mr. Woodrow
illustrated two subtypes of the McCorquodale identifiers: “McCorquodale & Co, Ltd.,” and
“McCorquodale Printers Ltd.” The latter subtype is on a RE with serrated flap, but it seems
unlikely that these two characteristics are tied together. Mr. Woodrow first showed an example
of the serrated flap RE for the Sch. type 21 RE, issued in 1959. An editorial oversight in the
Schoenfeld catalog resulted in use of the word “Acknowledgment” instead of “Compensation”
for the dollar compensation values of catalog numbers 19 to 22.
Although the basic format remained the same for the McCorquodale as for the De La Rue REs,
the “This letter must be” instruction on the front of the size G REs printed by McCorquodale is
smaller than on the printings by De La Rue, and there are other noticeable differences between
the two printers on the other sizes. Both Schoenfeld (# 19) and Yang (73) state that this type RE
was first issued in 1958, but the earliest example so far seen is 1965, so the 1958 issue date
would seem questionable. Yang listed this type only in size G, but Schoenfeld recorded size G
and K. Mr. Woodrow has mint and used examples of an unrecorded size H (see Figure RE-13).
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Figure RE-13. Size H QE 40c RE – Not recorded by Schoenfeld or Yang
At some point the compensation for loss of a RE was increased from $46 to $49, and the $46
compensation printed on the REs (Sch. 19) was overprinted “$49.00” with a large bar below to
obliterate the $46 (Sch. 20). Schoenfeld states that this change was issued in 1958. Yang’s
catalog also shows 1958 for this issue, although the description does not indicate that the new
$49 value is overprinted on the $46 compensation. My example was used on 16.9.69 (ERD), and
Mr. Woodrow’s is dated 12.2.70 (LRD – see Figure RE-14), so again, the recorded issue date
would seem to be questionable. Although the Schoenfeld type 19 RE is known in sizes, G, H,
and K, the type 20 $49 surcharge on type 19 is only recorded on the size G RE, so watch for this
$49 surcharge on size H and K REs.
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Figure RE-14. $49 overprint on $46 compensation QE RE - 12.2.70: LRD
The definitive $49 compensation RE (Sch. 21) is stated by Schoenfeld and Yang to have been
issued in 1959. However, Mr. Woodrow’s example is dated 11.69 (ERD), and my example was
used in 6.71 (LRD – see Figure RE-15), and so again, the recorded issue date would seem to be
questionable. The cover illustrated in Figure RE-15 bears a small “Renvoi Par Avion” (“Return
by air,” referring to the advice of receipt) marking just below the “AR.” This 1971 usage of the
very seldom seen “Renvoi Par Avion” marking is 12 years earlier than the only example from
Tsim Sha Tsui recorded by Proud (AM5: 16.3.83). The Tsang type P registration label was not
recorded with a “1” index.
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Figure RE-15. $49 definitive compensation LRD; “Renvoi Par Avion” earliest of 2
The Figure RE-16 QE 40c RE with $79 compensation, vs. the previous $49 compensation, is not
recorded in any of the relevant catalogs. This is the earliest of only two used examples seen so
far. Mr. Woodrow and I each have one mint example, as well. Besides the $4 double airmail
rate, the Figure RE-16 cover bears an additional 60c in stamps, which combined with the 40c
imprinted stamp, paid the $1 registration fee. Mr. Halewood stated that this $1 fee went into
effect on 1.1.72, but this and other covers indicate that the Hong Kong Post Office Guide he
quoted apparently reflected an earlier change in this fee. The stamps on this cover were struck
with the “Registered, Hong Kong” c.d.s., with “33” at the bottom (Proud R123), and very seldom
seen index “2,” vs. the normal letter index. The Tsang Type HKP2b registration label affixed to
this RE demonstrates use four years earlier than the recorded usage in 1975.
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Figure RE-16. 40c RE not cataloged with $79 compensation – Earliest of 2 used
Mr. Halewood stated that the registration rate was raised from 40c to $1 on 1.1.72. However,
Schoenfeld and Yang recorded issuance of a $1 RE with $79 compensation in 1971 (Sch. 22).
The Hong Kong Post Office Guide quoted by Mr. Halewood reflected an earlier change in the
registration fee. Mr. Woodrow noted that this rate increased to $1 on 1.7.71, as shown in the
7.71 HK Government Gazette. The Schoenfeld type 22 RE carried the 40c acknowledgment fee
that had been in effect since 1955. Mr. Woodrow has displayed an unrecorded mint $1 RE with
$79 compensation and 60c acknowledgment fee, vs. the preceding 40c acknowledgment fee,
which is illustrated in Figure RE-17. A used example has yet to be found, so keep watch.
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Figure RE-17. Unrecorded $1 RE: $79 compensation and 60c acknowledgment
From 1973 the QE II Wilding portrait on REs was replaced by the Machin portrait. The earliest
use I have of the $1 Machin RE, with $79 compensation and 60c acknowledgment fee (Sch. 23),
is 27.11.73. This RE issue has a lining, but the next RE was issued in 1975, sans lining (Sch.
24). Mr. Halewood recorded that the registration rate was raised from $1 to $2 on 1.8.75, but
earlier usages at the $2 rate are known: 29.4.75, 3.7.75 ($2 overprint on $1 registration receipt –
see illustration in HKSCJ 349/11), and 23.7.75. It is stated definitively in HKSCJ 353, FPJ-3,
that the registration rate was raised from $1 to $2 on 1.4.75. $1 in additional adhesive stamps
were affixed to the $1 REs to satisfy the new $2 rate, for both the lined (Sch. 25) and unlined
(Sch. 26) types.
Schoenfeld and Yang recorded that the definitive $2 RE (Sch. 27) was not issued until two years
later in 1977, so the augmentation of $1 REs with $1 adhesive stamps may have been primarily
intended to use up existing supplies of the older $1 REs, vs. just to fill in the gap until new $2
REs could be printed. Schoenfeld and Yang listed the $2 RE issue only in sizes G and H.
However, the 8.1977 HKPO Guide also includes size K for the $2 definitive issue, as for the
issues of the previous twenty or so years. That guide also listed a $1.50 acknowledgment fee.
Bilingual (English and Chinese) REs (Sch. 28) were issued beginning in 1979 according to
Schoenfeld, and in 1978 per Yang. The earliest use seen so far is 22.5.79, although no diligent
effort has been made to try to validate the 1978 issue date stated by Yang. Additionally, the
acknowledgment fees and compensation amounts were eliminated from the backs of these REs,
and the user was referred to the current HKPO Guide for such information.
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Schoenfeld noted “Sub-types with different distances of lettering,” but gave no further details.
Yang provided distinctions between these subtypes, based on the distance between the line under
the registration label position at the upper left of the RE front, and the top of the “size” lettering
at the bottom left, for sizes G and H. For size K Yang distinguished the subtypes by whether the
horizontal line across the middle of the RE points toward either the letters “A” or the “L” in
“McCorquodale” under the flaps, although his illustration does not accurately depict this. Yang
assigned individual catalog numbers to each of these subtypes.
Mr. Halewood recorded that the HK registration rate was raised from $2 to $4 on 1.10.81. Two
dollars in adhesive stamps were affixed on the various subtypes of the $2 REs (Sch. 29, Yang
101 - 106) to satisfy the new $4 rate. A definitive $4 RE was issued in 1982 with larger Chinese
lettering (Sch. 30). Dr. Schoenfeld illustrated a 1983 HKPO notice stating that no further stocks
of REs would be acquired, due to the increasing cost and the lack of sufficient demand. Existing
stocks remained on sale until exhausted, and the latest used example so far seen is dated 17.9.87,
thus ending the story of HK REs.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next section is 5. Newspaper Wrappers. To access this section or other parts of the
monograph, return to the HKSC website/Papers.
http://www.hongkongstudycircle.com/papers.html
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